My first day in Camping

The other year I go
to Camping we's my family
and the friends of my dad
and my mom. It was fun
my first day for Camping To
San Francisco to laguna.
First we driver for 5
hours for get spa's for
Sip, wen my dad and my
brothers was so happy for
the first day to Camping.
then we find spa's
and we pud the staff and
the first we pud the
housers for Sip and we
pud the fear and one
spa's.
Finally we awoke
because my mom telas
to it and then go another
the water.
Conclucion I laket
to go to sanfranscisco laguna
for the other year
Last year we went to camping for want day but this year is going for five days in another camping please and is going to be fun.

Last year we went camping and was cool day to camp. First we got there but was hot so we went to swimming because all of us were hot so we went to the mountains and was a river up there. We were in the river and we started to swimming and get wet and we were playing frisbee. In the end we were playing in the water going to swimming was fun.

In the night we went to eat because we were hungry so we were eating hamburgers and chips and I sate then we went to a campfire and was big the fire like if his going to blast. Then I teacher was telling stories but there were not that scary but the stories were cool then we were telling jokes and there were fun. Being in a campfire is cool.

Lastly we were going to the beds but we went to the bathrooms so we don't want to go we are in the cavings. So we now were going to slip the cavin was dark but the teacher Juan went to get a lamp so didn't be dark so his time to slip. In the afternoon we went back to the school and went home.
Great America

Two months ago I went with my family to Great America. It was cool over there.

One day me and my family were going to my aunt's house. When we got there, my cousin was waiting for us outside. Inside the house my aunt was packing stuff so we could go. My mom and my aunt were talking and then decided to eat at Denny's. And then we left for Denny's. It was exciting.

Then when we got Denny's we all came out of the car. And then my aunt said that we should wait for her in Denny's. After 2 hours we waited for my aunt came with more people. When we were eating my brother, me, and my cousins were talking a lot about Great America. The food was so good.

Finally when we got to Great America we found a parking lot and we parked their. When we got out of the car we went running to the gate and when we got inside we got a map of the park. Then we went on all kinds of rides and the fastest ride was the roller. When we got out of all the rides we went to eat some sandwiches and they were good. And when we were done we went in the car and we left home. It was so fun over there.

It's fun to go on trips. If you were there it would be so fantastic.
Fourth Of July

Two years ago me and my family got together at my house for the fourth of July.

To begin, me and my dad went to the store, to by fire crackers. First, we looked at every thing in the store, till we saw the fire crackers. Then, we chose the most colorful ones of all the crackers to take them home. Finally, we payed for them at the cash register and we took them home. Buying the things made my soul fly away to heaven.

Next, we waited for the sun to go down and the moon to raise, so we could turn on the fire crackers. First, we called all the family members to come join us at the house. Then, we turned on all the fire crackers that every body had bought. Finally, when I was turning on the crackers I burnt my fingers, so I put ice on it. Turning on the fire crackers made me happy.
Finally, my grandma went to the kitchen to cook some food for the family. First, we ate some enchiladas with some beans on the side. Then we ate some pork with some apples on the side. Finally, we ate poole with some corn on the side. I had never ever tasted food so good in my life.

All in all, my fourth of July was so fun, I hope I can live to see eighty-nine more fourths of July's.
Graduation Day

Do you know what I did last week? I went to Georgia for my brother's graduation from bootcamp.

To begin, we got ready for the big day. First, we got all our clothes and other items in a couple of suitcases. Then, we bought a ticket and flew to the Oakland airport. Finally, we got some grub and flew off to Georgia.

A couple of hours later, we got to Georgia and drove to my brother's boot camp. In his boot camp, we saw a couple of vehicles like tanks, medics, and half-tracks. We also saw where he sleeps and where he works out. Seeing his brother's boot camp was awesome.

Minutes later, and the Graduation began. First was the pre-arranged ceremony. Then was the turning blue ceremony. Finally, in honor of America, we had to do the salute.

So how you know what I did last week.
All in all, going to camp is cool. I wish I be there for more days.